The sensor subsystem gives the robot the ability to detect various things in its environment. The sensors are the “eyes and ears” of the robot, and can even enable the robot to function independently of human control.
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A robot is more than just a radio-controlled vehicle with extra parts. Both a radio-controlled car and a robot can move around using onboard power and motors, and both can be controlled via radio waves. The robot, however, has two critical capabilities that the simple R/C car does not: the robot can sense its environment, and the robot can adjust its own behaviors based on that knowledge.

Sensors are the beginning of that process. A sensor will generally tell the robot about one very simple thing in the environment, and the robot’s program will interpret that information to determine how it should react.

The Bumper Switch sensor, for instance, will tell the robot whether it is in contact with a physical object or not. Depending on how the sensor is set up, this can tell the robot a lot of different things. If the sensor is mounted on the front bumper, the robot could use this information to tell whether it has run into a wall inside a maze. In a game of tag, the bumper can function as the robot’s “tag point,” where a push on the sensor would indicate that the robot has been tagged.

By making good use of sensors to detect the important aspects of its environment, a robot can make things much easier for its human operator, or even operate completely independent of human control.
1. Find the bumper switch sensor

- Bumper switch sensor x 2
- 8-32 hex screw, ¼” x 8
- Fully threaded beam, ½” x 8
- 8-32 hex screw, ⅜” x 8

2. Attach the bumper switch sensor

Attach one bumper sensor to the front of the robot, and one bumper sensor to the rear of the robot. Start by positioning four ¼” screws in the front chassis rail of the robot as shown, and twisting a ½” fully threaded beam onto each one. Attach the sensors facing outwards with four ⅜” screws. The screws should go through the mounting holes in the sensor, and screw into the threaded beams on the other side.
Attach the bumper switch sensor, continued
Check your assembly. It should look like this.
Analog vs. Digital

Among sensors, there are two main electrical “languages” spoken: Analog and Digital.

Analog sensors communicate with the micro controller by sending it an electrical voltage along a wire. By measuring where the sent voltage falls between zero and maximum voltage, the micro controller can interpret the voltage as a numeric value for processing. Analog sensors can therefore detect and communicate any value in a range of numbers.

A light sensor, for instance, can communicate how bright a light is by sending a zero voltage for total darkness, sending maximum voltage for a very bright light, or sending an in-between voltage for any other amount of light, depending on exactly how bright it is.
Analog vs. Digital, continued

A weakness of analog sensors is that it is very difficult to send and maintain an exact, specific voltage on a wire in a live circuit. Digital sensors, on the other hand, can send signals very reliably, even in electrically “noisy” conditions. However, they do so by sacrificing the ability to indicate the entire range of values. Digital signals can only have one of two values: either HIGH or LOW.

A digital sensor sends a voltage, just like an analog sensor, but instead of sending a voltage between zero and maximum, it will send only zero OR maximum. If the micro controller detects a voltage that is between the two, it assumes that the difference is caused by electrical noise, and rounds the voltage either up to maximum, or down to zero, whichever is closer.

It may seem like a terrible loss to only be able to indicate two values rather than a whole range, but in many situations, this is preferable. For instance, the Bumper Switch Sensor included in the Starter Kit is a digital sensor. Since the purpose of the sensor is to detect whether something is pushing the bumper in or not, two values are all it needs to do its job.
Bumper Switch Sensor

**Signal:** Digital

**Description:** The bumper sensor is a physical switch. It tells the robot whether the bumper on the front of the sensor is being pushed in or not.

**Technical Info:**
- **Type:** SPST switch ("Single Pole, Single Throw")
- **Normally Open**
- **Signal Behavior:** When the switch is not being pushed in, the sensor maintains a digital HIGH signal on its sensor port. When an external force (like a collision or being pressed up against a wall) pushes the switch in, it changes its signal to a digital LOW until the switch is released.

**Behavior Info:**
- **Usable Ports:** Analog/Digital 1-8 (Limit Switch Behavior), 9-10 (Tag Behavior), 11-12 (Autonomous Behavior)
Limit Switch Sensor

Signal: Digital

Description: The limit switch is a physical switch. It can tell the robot whether the sensor’s metal arm is being pushed down or not.

Technical Info:
Type: Modified SPDT microswitch, configured for SPST Normally Open behavior

Behavior: When the limit switch is not being pushed in, the sensor maintains a digital HIGH signal on its sensor port. When an external force (like a collision or being pressed up against a wall) pushes the switch in, it changes its signal to a digital LOW until the limit switch is released.

Behavior Info:
Usable Ports: Analog/Digital
1-8 (Limit Switch Behavior), 9-10 (not recommended), 11-12 (Autonomous Behavior)

Pushing switch brings the signal pin voltage to LOW
Starter Kit Sensors—Programmed Behaviors

All sensors connect to the Analog/Digital port bank on the Vex Micro Controller. Different behaviors will be activated depending on which port you plug the sensors into. The following behaviors are activated when Bumper Switch or Limit Switch Sensors are plugged into the indicated ports. More detailed information about each behavior can be found on the next few pages.

### Jumper Ports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 13</td>
<td>Enables Autonomous Mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sensor Ports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 12</td>
<td>Autonomous Mode Collision Detection Ports</td>
<td>Back up and turn left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Back up and turn right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 10</td>
<td>Tag or Collision Emergency Stop Ports</td>
<td>Stop for 2 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stop for 2 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 8</td>
<td>Limit Switch Behavior</td>
<td>Motor 7 ignores CW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Motor 7 ignores CCW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Motor 6 ignores CW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Motor 6 ignores CCW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Motor 5 ignores CW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Motor 5 ignores CCW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Motor 4 ignores CW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog/Digital Port 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Motor 4 ignores CCW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Other Ports

Ports 14-16, RX, and TX are not used by sensors.
Mechanical/High Durability Limit Switch

- Plug the Bumper or Limit Switch Sensor into a port from 1 to 8 to use this behavior. You may use more than one port if desired (one sensor per port), but they do not do exactly the same thing.
- When pressed, a switch on ports 1-8 will limit the motion of one of the motor ports:
  - Analog/Digital Port 1 pressed: Motor port 4 will ignore commands to run Counterclockwise
  - Analog/Digital Port 2 pressed: Motor port 4 will ignore commands to run Clockwise
  - Analog/Digital Port 3 pressed: Motor port 5 will ignore commands to run Counterclockwise
  - Analog/Digital Port 4 pressed: Motor port 5 will ignore commands to run Clockwise
  - Analog/Digital Port 5 pressed: Motor port 6 will ignore commands to run Counterclockwise
  - Analog/Digital Port 6 pressed: Motor port 6 will ignore commands to run Clockwise
  - Analog/Digital Port 7 pressed: Motor port 7 will ignore commands to run Counterclockwise
  - Analog/Digital Port 8 pressed: Motor port 7 will ignore commands to run Clockwise
- This behavior is used to limit the motion of a motor in order to make sure that it does not turn too far (for instance, a gripper claw does not attempt to open too wide). The sensor is placed at the outer limit of desired movement, so that any attempt to move farther will trigger the sensor.
- Use a Bumper Switch for this behavior only if a standard limit switch sensor will not work (for example, because the expected impact is too strong for the limit switch). A normal limit switch is better than the bumper switch in most situations because the bumper switch is less precise (due to the bumper’s more rugged construction).
- Suggested use: Motion-limiting switch for custom attachments and other moving parts.
Bumper Switch Primary Behavior: Tag/Emergency Stop Sensor (Ports 9-10)

- Plug the Bumper Switch Sensor into Port 9 or 10 to use this behavior. You may use both ports if desired (one sensor per port, they do the same thing).
- When the bumper sensor on one of these ports is pressed in, the robot will come to a halt and operator control will be disabled for 2 seconds. To create a visual indicator that the bumper was triggered and the motor ports were disabled, attach a motor or servomotor to Motor Port 6. This motor will oscillate back and forth for 2 seconds when the bumper is hit.
- When control is returned, the sensor will not trigger for another 2-3 seconds in order to allow the operator to move away from the hazard or the other robot.
- This behavior is not recommended for use with the Limit Switch Sensor due to durability considerations.
- Suggested uses: Collision detection, Tag game sensor
Autonomous Behavior: Autonomous Mode Obstacle Detector (Ports 11-12 + Jumper 13)

- You must enable Autonomous Mode in order for these ports to work. Place a Jumper Clip on Analog/Digital Port 13 to enable Autonomous Mode operation.
- The robot should be set up in a 2-motor configuration for autonomous mode operation. The left motor should be plugged into Motor Port 3, and the right motor should be plugged into Motor Port 2. Both motors should use a two-gear configuration (like Squarebot) between the motor and each wheel.
- Plug Bumper or Limit Switch Sensors into Ports 11 and 12 to use this behavior. You should use both ports (one sensor per port), because they perform different functions, both of which are needed for optimal performance.
- If using Limit Switches, do not place them directly on the front of the robot, or you risk damage to the sensors. Attach semi-flexible “antenna” pieces to the limit switches to hang out in front of the robot and act as “feelers” that can trigger the sensitive limit switch without letting anything hit the switch itself. The picture in the bottom left shows the sensors with straws used as antenna pieces.
- The robot will drive straight forward without human control when in Autonomous Mode. When the bumper switch on input port 11 is pushed in, the robot will interpret this as an indication that it has run into an immovable obstacle on the left side, and will turn to the right until the switch is no longer pushed in. The bumper switch on input port 12 does the same thing, but monitors the right side and makes the robot turn left when it is pushed.
- Suggested use: Autonomous Mode Obstacle Detector

In order to mount the left limit switch, position it upside down using spacers to support the area where the screws are applied.
How does the Sensor Subsystem interact with...?

...the Structure Subsystem?

- The structure subsystem provides a mounting and stabilization platform for sensors on the robot. Often, sensors need to be held in a specific position to function properly, and the structural subsystem must be designed to accommodate these needs.
- On the Squarebot, the structure subsystem provides a mounting spot for the bumper switch sensors, where they can detect collisions from the front and rear.

...the Motion Subsystem?

- Robots often have motors and other Motion components controlled by sensors (for instance, the emergency stop function stops the motors when the bumper switch sensor is pushed). However, the Sensor Subsystem does not directly control the Motion Subsystem. Instead, the Sensors provide information to the Micro Controller, which takes that information into account, and then decides what command to send to the Motion Subsystem.

...the Power Subsystem?

- Sensors, like all electronic components, require power in order to function. Vex sensors draw power indirectly from the Power Subsystem through the Micro Controller (Logic Subsystem).

...the Control Subsystem?

- The Control and Sensor Subsystems complement each other to achieve better control of the robot. The Control Subsystem provides human control over the robot, but the human operator does not always have perfect control, or the perfect point of view to see the robot’s position. The Sensor Subsystem gives the robot the ability to make its own informed decisions, and can be a substantial aid to the human operator.
- On Squarebot, the bumper sensors function as both tag game sensors and as emergency stop triggers. In the event that the operator accidentally drives into a wall or other obstacle, the sensor will stop the robot for a few seconds to prevent motor damage that could occur if the operator attempts to continue running the motors when the robot is stuck.

... the Logic Subsystem?

- The Logic Subsystem relies on feedback from the Sensor Subsystem to provide information about the robot’s environment. It uses this data to make informed decisions about how the robot should behave.
- The actual behavior that is activated when a sensor is triggered depends on which port the sensor is plugged into on the Mico Controller.
- The Squarebot has two bumper sensors, one for the front and one for the rear. These will be plugged into the “Tag” behavior ports (in the Logic Subsystem chapter) to function in either the Tag game or as an emergency stop mechanism.
# sensor subsystem inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>component</th>
<th>qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bumper switch</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>component</th>
<th>qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>limit switch</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sensor accessories

bumper switch kit

Bumper Switch Kit
This kit includes an additional Bumper Switch Sensor identical to the two that came in the Vex Starter Kit.

INSERT THESE PAGES at the back of the Sensor Chapter in your Vex Inventor’s Guide.

bumper switch sensor x 2
screw 8-32-3/8” x 4
keps nut x 4
sensor accessories

limit switch kit

Limit Switch Sensor
This kit includes a Limit Switch Sensor identical to the two that came in the Vex Starter Kit.

INSERT THESE PAGES at the back of the Sensor Chapter in your Vex Inventor's Guide.

limit switch sensor x 2
screw 8-32-3/8" x 4
keps nut x 4